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Why would you need to know about that? (Non-exhaustive list!)

[BASICS]:

● Read from files (Hu → Py)
● Ask for parameters on the fly (Py ←→ Hu )

[Intermediate]:

● Multi - parameters/options python codes (Hu → Py) 

[Advanced] Wanna make your code public (YOU SHOULD :) ):

● Assume the user is lazy (often the case!) → Easy way to tune the code
● More attractive if the user does not have to dig into your code to modify things

→ save time and energy



[BASICS] 
Input:    

When do you use that?

Particularly suitable for small scripts where 
only one on-the-fly parameter is required.



[BASICS] Reading files:

There are always a lot of ways to do one thing….

  



[BASICS]
Savings and loading big arrays:



[Intermediate] Multi - parameters/options python codes

If you find yourself tunning your algorithm 
modifying the code itself endless of time...



[Intermediate]
Two (main?) methods:                                                  COMMAND LINE INTERFACE (CLI)

● Command line interface (CLI):

              → Allows you to leave your script untouched and still testing different configurations 

 



[Intermediate]
Command line Interface:  the argparse module (In the standard library)

1 - Import argparse
2 - Create an argumentparser object (You can give a description of the module)

 3- Fill it with arguments with parser.add_argument() method

4 - Parse argument with parse_args() method →  This will inspect the command line, convert 
each argument to the appropriate type and then invoke the appropriate action. 



[Intermediate]
using ‘myprogram.py --help’ will display the help of your program



[Intermediate]
Two (main?) methods:                                                  COMMAND LINE INTERFACE (CLI)

● Command line interface (CLI):

              → Allows you to leave your script untouched and still testing different configurations 

     →→→ That’s probably fine for a low number of parameters 

 



[Intermediate]
Two (main?) methods:                                                  COMMAND LINE INTERFACE (CLI)

● Command line interface (CLI):

              → Allows you to leave your script untouched and still testing different configurations 

     →That’s probably fine for a low number of parameters 

 



[Intermediate]
Two (main?) methods:

● Command line arguments:

              → Allows you to leave your script untouched and still testing different configurations 

     →That’s probably fine for a low number of parameters 

● Configuration file (large number of parameters)



[Intermediate]

Configuration file

Configuration file:  configparser module (in the standard library)

1 - Import configparser

0 - sys module

2- Retrieve the name of the configuration file

The list of command line arguments passed to a Python script comes from sys.argv. (argv[0] is the script name), argv[1] is 
the configuration file

3- create a config object

4- read the configuration with the read method and define its 
entries



Let’s make it more sexy…(in the geekiest way)

- Graphical Interface and Text Based Interface   -

[Advanced]



GUI:

PyQt (PySide) Tkinter

wxpython    Kivy  Pyforms

PyGi

[Advanced]  TUI and GUI: Some libraries

TUI:

ncurses npyscreen 

picotui urwid

And probably others!
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Basically TUI and GUI are the sames:

       USER → Interface (widgets) → functions

You create an area that you populate with widgets:



Widgets:
            A lot of possibilities

      For TUI they are pretty basic

For GUI, you can make fancy options!



Widgets for science: PYQTGRAPH

Provides a lot of possibilities for 

data visualisation

 



A bit of code… for TUI



A bit of code… for GUI

Create the application

Create the window

resize it (pixel)

place it on the screen (pixels)

Give a title

Display on the screen

Ensure a clean exit

And then you populate with widgets……….



That’s it! Thank you!

          → Import this  ....

One message to take away:

BE LAZY AND DON’T TOUCH A 
CODE THAT WORKS…

….CREATE INTERFACES


